The ORGANIZER’s obligations are limited to the provision of the services specified below, to the PARTICIPANTS, in consideration of the Trade Show participation fee, and it is authorized to amend, make additions to, revise, and interpret the trade show participation agreement and the services as it deems necessary, without prejudice to the PARTICIPANTS’ rights.

• General promotion of the EVENT,

• Allocation of a space at the EVENT during the time frame 5-6-7 October, 2017, to the extent specified on the trade show participation agreement,

• Publication of a special issue of the COMPOSITES TURKEY Magazine with respect to the EVENT, and dedication of some space to the PARTICIPANT in the special issue,

• Issuance of free event invitation for the PARTICIPANT,

• Provision of entrance control, help desk, general decoration, music, and announcement systems at the EVENT area,

• Provision of general security services for the EVENT,

• Provision of general cleaning services for the EVENT area (The PARTICIPANT shall be responsible for the cleaning of its own booth.),

The ORGANIZER will provide the following services for the PARTICIPANTS which sign the trade show participation agreement, on top of the services specified above

• The booth will be set up with Octanorm System Materials, with a height of 250 cm.

• The tower sections on the front will be made of melamine faced chipboards, and will be 280 (h) x 50 cm.

• Each booth will have a locked room of 100 x 100 cm.

• The frontal banner placement will have a height of 300 cm, and will be 40 x 200 cm in size.

• The text on the frontal banner will be in single font and color, applied through foil print.

• Each booth will be provided 4 chairs.

• The table will be glass and 80 cm wide, with central disk or 4 legs.

• 1 locked cabinet will be provided.

• 1 piece of 100 w spotlight will be assigned for each 3 m2 of space.

• 1 triple power socket will be provided for each booth.

• 1 trash can will be provided.

• Furthermore, all booth floors will be covered with laminated hardwood.

• An additional glass table and 4 more chairs will be supplied for booths larger than 20 m2.